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Communication and Language   

Literacy  

We will use nursery rhymes and 

familiar repeated stories to      

develop our oracy and storytelling 

skills. We will use a wealth of  

fiction and non-fiction texts to 

inspire our reading and writing for 

a purpose including lists, letters 

and recounts.  

PD  

Alongside continuing 

to develop our fine 

motor skills and  

pencil grip, we will    

follow a recipe to 

prepare food for our 

tea party. In PE we 

will cover gymnastics 

and ball skills.  

UTW 

We will go on a fantastic    

journey of exploration this 

term, beginning with looking at 

our current monarch and our 

capital city. We will journey to 

the past to find out about    

previous monarchs and how 

they lived. We will also discover 

Lunar New Year and compare it 

to celebrations from our own 

homes. In Term 4, we will      

become farm experts as we    

investigate farm animals and 

machinery, visit a real farm and 

observe chicks hatching!  

PSED  

We explore          

similarities and    

differences     

between        

ourselves and 

others to find 

and celebrate 

what makes us 

unique!  

Maths  

We will introduce numbers 

to 10 and explore number 

bonds within these    

numbers as well as       

addition and subtraction. 

We will also explore the       

vocabulary of length, time, 

height and 3D shapes.  

Computing  and E Safety  

In Computing we will explore 

technology all around us   

alongside deepening our        

understanding of patterns. We 

will also use ‘Code Karts’ to 

begin our coding journeys! Our  

E-safety units of ‘Online              

Relationships’ and ‘Online    

Reputation’ will keep us safe as 

we learn.  

RE  

Our Christian     

Values are Courage 

and Compassion 

and our Character 

Education Trait is 

Integrity. We will 

learn about ours 

and others’ special 

books and the 

Christian story of 

Easter.  

EAD  

In Music, we will   

follow the units 

‘When Snowflakes 

Fall‘ and ‘A New    

Beginning’, exploring 

the seasons and new 

growth with relevant 

songs.  

In Art, we will make 

our own pictures    

inspired by royal  

portraiture and Van 

Gogh’s ‘Sunflowers’.  

Reception 2024 

A Royally Good time  

And  

Chick This Out 



Etymology: 

From Latin 

albumen 

(“white of 

an egg”), 

from albus 

(“white”). 

farm 

 farmer 

 agriculture  

tractor  

crop  

livestock 

grow  

egg  

albumen  

yolk  

incubate  

hatch 
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            Chick This Out       
monarch  

king  

queen  

prince  

princess  

castle  

palace  

reign  

flag  

capital city  

crown  

sceptre  

coronation  


